
1. Bootcamp Comparison Tool
Annotations

1

2

Clicking here will allow prospective 
candidates to search and add another 
bootcamp for comparison. 

1

2

3

Each bootcamp card can scroll and 
has up to 4 candidate review snippets. 
Prospective candidates can mouse 
over a card and scroll down to see any 
remaining review snippets. 

3

Each review snippet has a “Read more” 
link that opens an overlay containing 
the full review.

Rationale: A convenient and easily scannable, side-by-side comparison 
of up to 3 bootcamps will help prospective candidates make sense of 
information, making the most informed decision possible when choosing 
a good-fit bootcamp. 

8 Development Points

“A [bootcamp comparison tool] helps me make the 
most informed decision.” – User 6



2. Resume Builder

Annotations

1

2

Side menu for selecting templates, 
styles, and to add more sections helps 
create a unique resume. 

1

2

Clicking any light blue copy will open 
up a form for candidates to easily add 
and save their information.  

Rationale: Not every candidate will have a resume, or it may be long 
outdated. This will be an early first step in assisting candidates during the 
job search process and build trust with BOOTUP as a tool for bootcamp 
students.   

“How can we make sure the templates don’t become 
so common that everyone had a resume that looks 

the same?” –User 6

18 Development Points



3. Company Profile page

Annotations

1

2

Overall ratings are generated from 
candidate reviews. 

3

Side navigation changes appropriately 
as the candidate scrolls down. 
Subsequently, clicking the navigation 
will automatically direct candidates to 
a specific section on the profile page.

Clicking “Show more” extends the 
section for more details. 

Rationale: Provides candidates with a single-page overview of a 
company along with options for further exploration (i.e., “See More”).  

1

2

3

3 Development Points



3. Company Profile page

Annotations

4 Open job position cards are 
consistently structured throughout the 
BOOTUP website, making it easier for 
candidates to scan for information.   

Rationale: Provides candidates with a single-page overview of a 
company along with options for further exploration (i.e., “See More”).  

4

5

5 Just like the About Us section, clicking 
“Show more” extends the job card for 
more detailed information.  



4. Company Reviews 

Annotations

1 Review snippets contain an overall 
rating derived from the ratings of the 3 
categories below it. 

1

Rationale: Candidates looking for jobs can read reviews submitted by 
people who have worked, or are currently working, at a company. This will 
provide transparency for candidates looking to make informed career 
decisions.  

10 Development Points



5. BOOTUP Monthly Spotlight

Annotations

1 Copy at the beginning of every 
BOOTUP Monthly Spotlight describes 
the intent of this page for users 
unfamiliar with the page. 

1
2

2

An archive for candidates to navigate 
to previous BOOTUP Monthly 
Spotlights.

Rationale: Bootcamps are rigorous, and candidates may sometimes need 
reinforcement. Highlighting a successful bootcamp graduate every 
month can serve as inspiration for candidates to push forward. 

3

3 Format includes picture and basic 
information about the bootcamp 
graduate, a brief description of who 
they are, and a transcription of the 
interview. 

“Extremely important. 10000%” –User 6

4 Development Points


